Contemporary European design, crafted in New Zealand
DEZIGNATEK MANUFACTURE A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF THERMOFORM, ACRYLIC AND MELAMINE DOORS, DRAWER FRONTS AND PANELS FOR USE IN KITCHENS, BATHROOMS AND INTERIOR CABINETY.

Dezignatek have been operating in New Zealand since 2004. Combining the experience and skills from a number of leading experts in the kitchen and joinery industry, we offer a superior product range to suit all interior styles.

Dezignatek adheres to strict quality control and is committed to delivering excellent products, customer service and satisfaction. With a comprehensive warranty across the Dezignatek collection, you can be confident we will back our products.

With our on going research and development we endeavour to continue to offer new colours and finishes to meet the market trends.

Proudly made in New Zealand
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Dezignatek use the latest European technology to create Thermoformed doors and panels providing a durable surface that comes in a number of finishes and door profiles.
Rose Quartz and Serenity

A THERMOFORM VISUAL PALETTE

A SELECTION OF THE THERMOFORM COLOUR RANGE

Refer to the Dezignatek website for the full colour range and available finishes.

For quotes contact: sales@dezignatek.co.nz
www.dezignatek.co.nz | 0800 333 350

Contemporary European design, crafted in New Zealand
Industrial Luxe

A THERMOFORM VISUAL PALETTE

- Lana Grey
- Titanium Metallic
- Stainless Steel
- Hacienda White
- Carbon
- Gunmetal
- Black Satin
- Hacienda Black
Contemporary European design,
crafted in New Zealand

Dezignatek Thermoform offers a range of door profiles that can be tailored to suit your design requirements.
THERMOFORM MELAMINE COLOUR MATCH

FOR THE CURRENT DEZIGNATEK COLOUR RANGE AND SUGGESTED BOARD MATCH, VISIT THE DEZIGNATEK WEBSITE.

WWW.DEZIGNATEK.CO.NZ

INSTALLATION TIPS

FLUSH MOUNTED AND UNDER-BENCH OVENS WITH FRONT PANEL EXHAUSTS.

Some oven models are not fitted with a baffle surrounding the oven door. Due to this, excessive heat may be transferred to the adjacent Dezignatek doors and panels potentially resulting in permanent damage. It is recommended that heat reflector strips are used for the prevention of any heat damage and are available from Dezignatek.

In addition, filler panels of either a fully wrapped thermoformed board, or a matching and clashed melamine board, must also be placed on either side of underbench ovens and dishwashers.

When designing a kitchen, care should be taken so that Dezignatek Thermoform doors and panels are not exposed to excessive steam, direct heat or prolonged humidity such as from electric kettles or toasters.
ACRYLIC COLLECTION

SEAMLESS EDGING USING LASER EDGE TECHNOLOGY.

The Deznigatek Acrylic range represents the latest generation in high gloss doors and panels.

The high gloss Acrylic finish is laminated using a world class bonding system delivering unsurpassed adhesion, providing an ultra high gloss, ripple free, mirror like surface surpassing many other finishes such as lacquer. The doors and panels are edged using the revolutionary laser edge technology delivering an all round high gloss finish which is almost invisible to the naked eye.

Deznigatek Acrylic is available in a variety of thicknesses for greater opportunity within your design.
Divine Culture

AN ACRYLIC VISUAL PALETTE

For quotes contact: sales@dezignatek.co.nz
www.dezignatek.co.nz | 0800 333 350
Pure White
AN ACRYLIC VISUAL PALETTE
PRODUCT BENEFITS AND FEATURES

- UV and colour fade protection and resistant
- Ultra high gloss and mirror like surface
- Laser edge technology for almost invisible edging
- Superior scratch resistant
- Water resistant, non porous
- Hygienic, will not promote bacterial growth

APPLICATIONS

- Kitchens and bathroom doors and panels
- Wardrobes
- Entertainment units
- Office and wall cladding
MELAMINE COLLECTION

SEAMLESS EDGING USING LASER EDGE TECHNOLOGY.

Dezignatek offer you the revolutionary laser edging technology. With clean, crisp edging, and the finest colours from the Prime Melamine and Bestwood Melamine collection, your melamine doors and panels have never looked so good.

The seamless edge detail offers a premium aesthetic appeal with no visual glue lines to collect dirt, chip or discolour over time. Dezignatek Melamine doors and panels are durable, hygienic and manufactured using low maintenance materials, and come with a seven year warranty, giving you peace of mind.

With 18mm and 30mm panel thicknesses available and MDF or particle board substrate options, Dezignatek Melamine will complement both budget and design requirements.
Textural Design

A MELAMINE VISUAL PALETTE
Dreamscape

A MELAMINE
VISUAL PALETTE

Contemporary European design, crafted in New Zealand

For quotes contact: sales@dezignatek.co.nz
www.dezignatek.co.nz | 0800 333 350

For quotes contact: sales@dezignatek.co.nz
www.dezignatek.co.nz | 0800 333 350
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MAINTENANCE AND GENERAL CARE

Dezignatek doors are designed to be low maintenance; however we do have some suggestions for looking after them.

While Dezignatek doors and panels are water resistant, they aren’t water proof. Care should be taken to ensure that they don’t have excessive exposure to water, steam or extreme humidity.

Care should also be taken to protect doors from high temperatures - such as hot implements or heat leaks from appliances.

Generally you should clean doors with a warm damp cloth then buff with a soft dry cloth. Never use the following on your doors: abrasive cleaners, bleach, scouring pads, wire wool, sand paper, or solvents and thinners.

Please refer to the Dezignatek website for additional maintenance, care and warranty information on Dezignatek products.